Newsletter June 2017
Dear Parents,
Welcome back from the half term break! We hope that you managed to grab at least a
little sunshine!! Unfortunately it would appear that the sun has decided to go away
following the purchase of the gazebos!! Oh dear 
However, with optimism we start this last half term of the year looking at the benefits
and dangers of the sun; the need for protection with sun cream, covering up with long
cool clothes and a hat!!
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/skin/Pages/Sunsafe.aspx
With all of that in mind if any of you have any ‘extra large’ hats we could borrow for a
display we would appreciate any kind of sun hat that you are prepared to lend to us!
Please send them in with names inside in order that we can return them!!
Can we remind everyone to aim to apply sun cream to the children before they attend
nursery; preferably one that will stay on for the bulk of the day and if they require a reapplication send a named bottle and of course a hat in to nursery too please!
Can we please request that we have water only in the water bottles in nursery? Thank
you!
We will also be talking about different journeys and holidays which will include sand and
water play along the way of course! So can we ask another favour if you have vessels
that we can borrow such as funnels, measuring jugs, large spoons, measuring spoons,
measuring containers of any kind we would appreciate them!!
And if you have already been away and collected far too many shells we would
appreciate them too!!
And finally, if you have any screw top jam jars (empty of course); if each child could
carefully bring one in for a small activity that would also be appreciated!! Thank you
At the end of last term we enjoyed a visit to Malvern theatre to see ‘The Very Hungry
Caterpillar’; we had a wonderful time and the children behaved beautifully!! Hopefully
you have seen pictures on your child’s tapestry account but for those who haven’t here
are a couple of photos below!!

In the near future Clifton Primary School are having their Summer Fayre on
Saturday 1st July 1pm – 4pm: Nursery are hosting a bouncy castle at the fayre;
If you are free and able to help support the castle with your time please sign up
(A sheet is on the nursery door for helpers!) All help is very much appreciated; the more
people who help the less time ‘manning’ will be required: 15 minutes – ½ hour???
Without enough support the bouncy castle may have to be cancelled! Thank you
Break up for Summer: Friday 21st July: please book your child with Pippa:
manager@cliftoneyc.co.uk if you are a term time only child and require a place
over the Summer.
Key workers
It’s been great to see and hear that some parents have caught up with their child’s key
worker over the past months or so; there is still time before the end of the year if you
would like to chat about your child’s learning and development and catch up with your
child’s key worker at nursery; please ask them for a suitable date and time over the next
few weeks OR if you prefer email Pippa on manager@cliftoneyc.co.uk to request a
meeting and we can organise a convenient time for you!!
Transition to school
During June and July we will be visiting Clifton Primary School to ensure a smooth
transition for our preschool children. If your child is not attending Clifton Primary please
let us know where their place for September is in order that we can support your child
with the transition. The taster days for Clifton Primary are Friday 7th July and Friday 14th
July.

ACTIVE KIDS AT SAINSBURYS
Thank you to everyone who sent in vouchers; we have ordered a set of balance beams for our
outside area; we look forward to receiving them in the future!
Take a look at our baby bug mobiles from last term!!

